You know the award-winning voices. You know the chart-topping hits. Now discover where the magic behind the music really happens. Summer’s #1 new alternative series returns after season one produced multiple chart-topping hits, amassed over 200 million digital streams and launched thriving careers for emerging songwriters. *Songland* takes an inside look at the creative process and provides up-and-coming talent the opportunity to have their songs recorded and released by chart-topping guest artists. Every week, four undiscovered songwriters pitch their original material to superstar guest musicians. After selecting their favorite three demos, the guest artist pairs each songwriter with one of the three most successful producers in the music industry – Ryan Tedder, Ester Dean or Shane McAnally. With the help of these brilliant producers, they tailor and evolve these songs to perfectly fit the musician, who will choose one of the newly transformed tracks to record and release for a global audience.

One-hour alternative series

*Consumed across all platforms and devices, NBC delivers award-winning, premium content. Through our digital distribution and partnerships, NBC drives deeper engagement and broader reach, extending this show’s audience. Only available via NBC Ad Sales.*

**Guest Recording Artists**

- Boyz II Men
- Florida Georgia Line
- Luis Fonsi
- H.E.R.
- Lady Antebellum
- Martina McBride
- Julia Michaels
- Ben Platt
- Bebe Rexha
- Usher

**Music Producers**

- Ester Dean (Grammy®-Nominated Producer of Rihanna, Katy Perry, Nicki Minaj)
- Shane McAnally (Grammy®-Award Winning Producer of 40 #1 Country Records)
- Ryan Tedder (Lead Singer of OneRepublic, Grammy®-Award Winning Producer of Adele, Beyoncé, Taylor Swift)

**Studio / Production Company**

- Universal Television Alternative Studio
- 222 Productions
- Live Animals
- Dave Stewart Entertainment

**Executive Producers**

- Audrey Morrissey (*The Voice*)
- Dave E. Stewart (*Malibu Country*)
- Chad Hines (*The Voice*)
- Adam Levine
- Ivan Dudynsky

View on together.nbcuni.com »